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FREE - take one 
Library gives lesson in conservation Candidates 
by Amy Thompsori 
Staff reporter 
The Brooks Library staff 
has been collecting paper on 
the first floor that was wast-
ed by students since the last 
week in March. The librarians 
are making a statement to 
caution students about how 
much useless printing takes 
place on campus. 
"This is a cumulative prob-
lem," Christopher Gwyn, ref-
erence librarian, said. "Some 
of it is probably made by mis-
take or they were done using 
it. I would guess that three-
fourths of it is something 
someone forgot to pick up." 
Paper is not the only thing 
. being wasted by students 
in this process. ·Toner in the 
printers are wasted as well. 
Gwyn said that at least a full 
cartridge is wasted in the pile 
so far. 
Students often print Power-
Point presentations in the li-
brary for professors to review 
in addition to other docu-
ments. The slides often have a 
dark background which uses 
large quantities of toner. 
"Teachers · require us to 
print off a lot," Megan Fors-
berg, senior exerbse science 
tWe kind of 
take advan-
tage of the 
fact that we 
1~1~ m&:;; 
have printetrs:' 
Kelsey Disbrow 
FRESHMAN 
major, said. "Which is better 
than spendfog $100 on a text-
book, but seeing [the waste] 
every time we walk in there 
makes us more aware." 
Students can reduce the 
amount of paper they use 
by printing off double-sided 
pages, remembering to pick 
trp printed documents and 
only . printing documents 
when a hard copy is needed. 
"Students have a lot of frus-
trations in printing, so they 
end up with a print job they 
don't want," Gerard Hogan, 
coordinator of reference ser-
vices, said. "It's not just blam-
ing and pointing a finger at 
students, the university has 
to change. It's just a tip of the 
iceberg that contemporary 
America uses a lot of resourc-
Ashley Smith/Observer 
Six weeks worth of unclaimed printing paper sits on a table In the 
CWU Brooks Library. 
es." 
Other schools charge per 
page of printing, while oth-
ers have a print station to 
monitor printing to minimize 
wasted paper and costs to the 
school. 
Central Washington Univer-
sity students are not charged 
per page in order to print. 
"We kind of take advantage 
of the fact that we have print-
ers," Kelsey Disbrow, unde-
clared freshman, said. "That's 
a huge waste of paper. If we're 
wasting all that paper, we're 
not showing a good example 
of trying to 'go green."' 
The librarians will continue 
to collect the ever-growing 
stack of paper, but all of it will 
be recycled eventually. 
Some of the paper will likely 
be made into scratch paper. 
battle for 
2009 BOD 
positions 
by Kevin Opsahl 
Senior reporter 
Filing for Board of Directors 
positions closed Wednesday, 
and the official campaign 
kick-off for the Associated 
Students of Central Washing-
ton University-Board of Di-
rectors (ASCWU-BOD) Gen-
eral Election began Thursday 
April 23 . 
Student and faculty funds distributed 
The event held Thurs-
day at 6 p.m. in the Student 
Union and Recreation Cen-
ter, room 301 is an informa-
tional m~eting for candidates. 
The According to Director of 
Elections, Brian Dosch, the 
Election Commission . saw 
more than double the amount 
of students picking up pack 
positions than last year. In 
2008, approximately 10 can-
didates picked up packets for 
the ·general election, and this 
year, approximately 23 stu-
dents picked up packets be-
fore the deadline closed. · 
"It's a mixture- of things," 
Dosch said. "There's a little 
bit more time [to register for 
the election]. In doing this it 
not only allowed a greater 
time period for [potential 
candidates to file for the elec-
tion,] it also allowed for more 
advertising." 
Months of diliberation lead to final decision on funding requests 
by Quinn Eddy 
Asst. news editor 
Since January, Central 
Washington University's Ser-
vices and Activities Fee (S&A) 
Committee has been witness 
to presentations explaining 
how funds should be distrib-
uted to campus organizations 
from 2010 to 2013. 
Embedded within tuition, 
the s&A fee supports orga-
nizations such as the Early 
Childhood Learning Center 
and CWU Sports Clubs. 
According to CWU 's busi-
ness and financial affairs de-
partment, the average full 
time student pays $176.40 per 
quarter towards services and 
activities. This amounts to 11 
percent of their total tuition. 
According to a letter sent 
by Julia Cain, chair for the 
S&A Committee, to president 
James Gaudino and the CWU 
Board of Trustees the budget's 
assumed increase of 7 percent 
has prompted board mem-
bers to make decisions based 
on the number of students 
served, the type of services 
offered and board member's 
Empowerment (CSE), the 
Theatre Arts Department and 
the Early Childhood Learning 
Center (ECLC). 
The CEC personal opin-
ions regarding 
the program or 
services needs. 
i'" . 
VNe look to see originally requested 
$423,161 but 
was allocat-
ed $225,ooo. 
A decrease 
but com-
pared to the 
current an-
nualfunding 
of $184,771 
the CEC re-
"We look to 
see what will 
benefit the uni-
versity and the 
students," Jack 
Baker advi-
sor for the S&A 
Committee said. 
what will 
benefit the 
university aJl2 
@~+ '<lii4 
the students! 
Despite· a 
7 percent in-
Jack Baker 
S&AADVISOR 
ceived an 
crease in funds allocated for 
clubs and organizations, over 
a million dollars in requested 
funds had to be denied. Many 
groups around Central's cam-
pus didn't receive anything 
remotely resembling their re-
quested amounts. The most 
extreme examples of groups 
not getting desired funds are 
the Civic Engagement Center . 
(CEC), the Center for Student 
annual budget increased by 
$40,229. According to the S&A 
Fee Committee the justifica-
tion in increase was that "the 
Services and Activities Fee 
Committee supports commu-
nity activities generated by 
the Civic Engagement Center 
but also supports [a] limit~d 
growth." 
The CSE originally request-
ed $269,265 but was allocated 
$184,000. This year's annual 
base funding was $162,616, a 
$21,384 annual funding increase. 
"We can always do more 
with more money but I'm 
content," Andy Sullivan fiscal 
specialist for CWU said. 
The Theatre Arts Depart-
ment_ originally requested 
$110,873 but was allocated 
$50,000. According to the S&A 
Fee Committee, this $15,000 
jump from the previous years' 
funding of $35,000, was due to 
the department's "great pro-
grams and productions for all 
students. This funding will 
keep costs down for students 
attending events and help sup-
port student employment." 
According to the S&ACommit-
tee' s proposed annual base fund-
ing allocations, Central' s ECLC 
received nearly $100,000 less 
than originally . requested 
($97,951). They were allo-
cated $370,000 which is a 15 
percent increase over the pre-
vious $319,848, but far from 
$467,951 requested. 
In the 2009 elections, stu-
dents will cast their vote for 
the seven student body posi-
tions of the ASCWU-BOD, in-
cluding President, Executive 
Vice President, Vice President 
for Clubs and Organizations, 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, Vice President for Eq-
uity and Community Service, 
Vice President for Student 
Life and Facilities and Vice 
President for Political Affairs. 
"It's good, it's really ex-
citing," said Executive Vice 
President Brent Weisel. "The 
more candidates we have, the 
better student government 
is." 
When the campaigning be-
gins, candidates will ha~e 
plenty to talk about with no 
shortage of questions from 
their fellow students. 
SEE CANDIDATES PAGE 3 
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Olympia recognizes Central athletes 
by Loren Hammersberg 
Staff Reporter 
On April 6, seven Central 
Washington University ath-
letes were honored in Olym-
pia, Wash. for National Ath-
lete Day. 
Their exceptional perse-
verance in the classroom and 
on the athletic field, in their 
respective sport, was worthy 
of recognition by the Wash-
ington State ~ouse o{ Repre-
sentatives. 
"It was an honor ... It was 
great that they recognized 
us," said Krissy Tandle, se-
nior track and field thrower. 
"It was a lot of fun." 
Attributes of outstanding 
performance, both on and 
off the field; are what guide 
the National Consortium for 
Academics and Sports when 
choosing student-athletes 
for recognition. 
According to the House 
Resolution, "The mission of 
the· National Consortium of 
Academics and Sports is to 
create a b~tter society by fo-
cusing on educational attain-
ment and using the power 
and appeal of sport to posi-
tively affect social change." 
The Central students hon-
ored in Olympia were Krissy 
Tandle (Wenatchee, track and 
·field), Johnny Spevak (Edge-
wood, football); Erin Norris 
(Spokane, volleyball), Tyler 
Fischer (Cashmere, track 
and field), Lynde Clarke 
(Albequerque, NM, soccer), 
Adam Bighill (Montesano, 
football) and Marcie Mullen 
(Lyman, track and field and 
cross-country). 
"They are all wonderful 
students," Athletics Director 
Jack Bishop said. "They are 
the best of the best." 
Not only were these ~tu­
dents exceptional in the 
classroom, but they excelled 
on the athletic field as well. 
"It · was great, our All 
Americans and National 
Champions were also our 
high academic kids so we 
had a great" representation," 
Bishop said. "This group of 
student athletes represented 
not only athletics and them-
selves, but represented Cen-
tral Washington University, 
the academic side of the in-
stitution, the athletic side 
and really the human side of 
the institution." · 
The athletes being hon-
ored spent a full day in 
Olympia oibserving the leg-
islators at work. 
"I did not expect anything 
from the state level, so it was 
a big honor to go meet the 
legislators and walk around 
and go see where they work 
and see where things get 
done in our state, if was 
pretty awesome," said Mar-
cie Mullen, senior track and 
field and cross country run-
ner. 
Joining the students for the 
ceremony were CWU'·s Ath-
letic Director, Jack Bishop, 
Assistant Athletics Director 
for Compliance, Gary Hyatt, 
Director of Government Re-
lations; Ann Anderson and 
Government Relations Spe-
cialist, Steve DuPont. · 
During the ceremony, 
there were also 118 other 
athletes recognized for their 
achievements throughout 
Washington State. 
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Writing Center hosts PNWCA·conference 
by Megan Cyr 
Staff reporter 
Whether students need 
assistance with writing - pa-
pers or brainstorming topics 
to write about,_ the Univer-
sity Writing Center is always 
available to lend a hand. This 
past weekend, Central Wash-
ington University had the op-
portunity to host the 6th an-
nual Conference of the Pacific 
Northwest Writing Centers 
Association (PNWCA). 
CWU' s Writing Center at-
tended the event, as well as 
directors and students from 
24 other institutions from 
Washington, Oregon and Brit-
ish Columbia. 
Ellensburg' s Quality Inn 
was able to book over 40 rooms 
to hold these talented writers. 
Terese Joy Kramer, direc-
tor of the University Writing 
. Center, has been preparing 
to host the conference during 
the past two years, and has 
had assistance from all of the 
Writing Center staff for the 
past few months. 
The conference included 
numerous activites, presenta-
tions and opportunities for ev-
eryone hear new ideas in ad-
dition to sharing their own. 
Events took place on Fri-
day, April 17 in the Tunstall 
Commo9s on campus, and 
were hosted by Patsy Cal-
laghan, Coordinator of Gen-
eral Education and a Professor 
of Rhetoric and Composition, 
as well as Mariah Lacey and 
Celeste Wendler, both ~WU 
graduate students. -
The events lat~r moved 
to _the Starlight Lounge in 
downtown Ellensburg1 which 
was rented out for all ages of 
the P.NWCA conference. 
Saturday, April 18 featured 
speakers, presentations and 
the opportunity to exchange 
thoughts and ideas. 
There was also a closing 
ceremony with awards, and 
raffle tickets to conclude the 
conference. 
Jon Olson, former presi-
dent of the International Writ-
ing Centers Association, was 
the keynote speaker Saturday 
and found time to interact 
with attendees. 
Amanda Hagedorn, grad-
uate student at CWU · and 
graphic designer for the PNW-
CA Conference, explained that 
it's great to know that CWU' s 
Writing Center is not alone and 
that there are other centers that 
are just as excited about help-
ing people as they are. 
"The conference has af-
fected the way I work with 
students," said Hagedorn. 
Presentations throughout 
the day were produced by 
students, faculty or both and 
covered a wide range of writ-
ing topics. 
Out of the four presenta-
tions promoted by the CWU 
Writing Center, one presenta-
tion title.d 'Identifying, Un-
derstanding, and Helping 
Students with Learning Dis-
abilities,' won an award for -
one of the best researched and 
well-written proposals. 
The . producers of this 
award-winning presentation 
included University Writing 
Center staff Amanda Hage-
dorn and Nuno Ferdandes, 
along with Rob Harden, di-
rector for the Center for Dis-
ability Services at CWU. 
Their presentation focused 
on the meaning of learning 
aboutdisabilities -and how to 
help students who have them. 
Not only did CWU receive 
positive feedback about the 
writing conference they also 
got map.y compliments about 
. Photo by Su ha if a Hassouneh/Special to the Observer 
Chris Strom, graduate student and Co-Chair for PNWCA and Celeste Wendler, graduate student and 
PNWCA co-host register attendants at the conference on Friday, April 17 in Tunstall Commons. 
the beautiful campus and 
town. 
Chris Strom, graduate stu-
dent at CWU and Co-Chair 
for the PNWCA Conference 
talked about how rewarding 
it was to be getting so much 
great feedback about the con-
ference. 
"The conference was ben-
eficial for everybody and it let 
everyone see how wonderful 
Central and PNWCA is," said 
Strom. 
After an intriguing week-
end full of gaining and shar-
ing writing ideas and learning 
to help · other students with 
their writing, the CWU Writ-
ing Center plans to attend 
next year's PNWCA Confer-
ence at Western Washington 
University. · 
J 0 IN US at SPU tor the graduate program in counselor 
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Continued from page.I 
President James Gaudino 
recently announced in his 
fourth budget forum that the 
Washington State Senate's 
proposed budget cuts of ap-
proximately $22 million will 
have prompted the four di-
visions of Central Washing-
ton University to cut down 
10 percent. In addition, stu-
dents will experience a 14 
percent tuition hike come fall 
quarter. Recruitment and at-
tention will also be an issue, 
according to Weisel. 
Potential candidates for 
the Board of Directors were 
not ·allowed to do any of 
their own advertising until 
after the deadline. Election 
official~ expect to see more 
advertising this year. Aside 
from posters, candidates will 
meet with various dubs and 
organizations on campus or 
set up tables in the SURC 
Pit. 
"They always think of cre-
ative ways to advertise," Do-
sch said. 
Candidates are given a 
budget of$400 in the General 
Election unless a candidate 
participates in both the pri-
mary and General Elections, 
they get an additional bonus 
of $100, according to Dosch. 
The potential candidates 
spent the final week trekking · 
· across campus collecting the 
100 signatures needed to be-
come an official candidate. 
President Pedro Nevarrete 
was .seen talking to students· 
and collecting his signatures 
on April 17. 
"I'm an incumbent, but 
elections are always crazy 
and people will choose who 
they want," Nevarrete said. 
"This is an opportunity for 
(the ··  candidates] to become 
more active in their campus 
and beco.me the best repre-
sentatives they can be." 
The incumbent candidates 
usually don't announce their 
intentions of running un-
til much closer to the filing 
deadline. 
"I ask them, 'what is Cen-
tral to you?' because as your 
representative I want to make 
that happen," Nevarrete said. 
"I have a saying: If I'm not 
working for students, then 
I'm not working at all." 
Tuesday, April 28 is the last 
day to register as a write-in 
candidate for Primary Elec-
tion by 4 p.m. in SURC 263. 
There will be a candidate 
forum in the SURC Pit April 
29. -
All students will receive 
an e-mail link . to register 
to vote in the General Elec-
tion. Online voting will start 
at 12:01 p.m. on Wednesday-
and go until 7 p~m. on Thurs~ 
day. 
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Dining services offers more than a bellyful 
· by Kristin Wilhelmy 
Staff reporter 
Ashley Eller, senior el-
ementary education major, 
has worked in Holmes Din-
ing Hall for two and a half 
years and has noticed "a lot 
of different people; differ-
ent, meaning those who usu-
ally get extra meat and would 
never dream of asking for 
steamed vegetables are trying 
vegetarian cuisine and com-
ing back for more." 
According to its mission 
statement, Dining Services 
"strives to provide outstand-
ing food and customer ser-
vices to students, faculty, staff 
and guests of the university. 
We are committed to helping 
students discover a healthy 
lifestyle through sound nu- . 
trition, great food and exer-
cise." 
With nutritional counsel-
ing, nutritional analyses of 
daily menu items at each din-
ing center, as well as nutrition 
education programs offered 
at the residence halls, an on-
line newsletter and a con-
stantly changing menu, din-
ing services seems to meet its 
objective. 
Newly available, as of 
Monday April 27, is whole 
wheat pasta. 
Dining Services provides 
more options for students as 
a reward for their continued 
business. 
"If it wasn't for the stu-
dents, none of us would be 
here," said Laurie Wirt, Din-
ing Services manager. 
Every comment card that 
is submitted is read by Ex-
ecutive Chef Kevin Camarillo 
and Wirt, who address the 
issue if possible. Wirt deals 
with cashier and server com-
ments while Camarillo deals 
with the food. 
"Some comment cards are 
good and some are bad; a 
lot of times they don't leave 
their name on the card so 
we are unable to help them," 
Wirt said. "Chef KC will ad-
dress each student that leaves 
their contact information on a 
card." 
Kristin Wilhelmy/Observer 
Dining services offers healthy options without taking away from taste and a wide selection. 
Recently, the card requests 
have called for healthier op-
tions and the dining services 
team has answered them. 
"The more requests we 
receive, the more options we 
provide," said Camarillo. 
"Of course there are some 
things we 
rice milk and of course choco-
late. 
"We prep 150 pounds of 
ground beef and 200 pounds 
of chicken daily and provide 
11 kinds of cheese not includ-
ing cream cheese," Camarillo 
said. 
The din-
just can't 
do. We 
would end 
up with 30 
different 
kinds of 
breads just 
because 
~fit wasn't for 
the students, 
ing halls 
do not use 
any trans 
fats. 
s t u -
· dents also 
are becom-
ing more 
health-
conscious. 
someone 
wants low 
fat sour 
dough and 
another 
[wants] 
honey-
oat," Ca-
marillo said. 
none of us 
would 
be here. 
Laurie. Wirt 
Dinning Services Manager 
After 
being told 
that the pa-
nini bread 
he enjoys 
What he is able to offer 
his customers is whole grain 
pizza dough, whole grain 
breads, wheat hamburger 
bµns, brown rice and wheat 
tortillas; 
so much is 
loaded with calories, Neddy . 
Dirini, freshman educatiQn 
major, said "That sucks! I 
wish I knew how many calo-
ries was in what I'm eating 
since I try to stay fit and avoid 
that freshman 15." 
Carbohydrates are not the 
only part of the menu that has 
increasing options. Camarillo 
in a day goes through 100 gal-
lons of milk, which include 
2 percent to fat free, soy and 
And now Dirini and any-
one else can. 
Camarillo and staff have a 
new system, Computrition, 
which, according to their Web 
site, is an automated back-of-
. 1alapetto'Poppe_n fie.ea WfClp}!ln 
Nopalet Salcad. 1tca1t1a Slclw Pi.etta lecau SGlad 
htfU• ~kit.a '.{aic«t CoU!eiK R{ct' 
Vegetablea Mc:tdo 
Ccmie CS*il<J htdc:a Chtcke1 Ch{potle 
Seafood & .Cbtt\kett .. Paelld 
Poetabella PajiJc• 
'l'lt-colof Ch{p w/ Aat0tted Salm 
'Bal<ecl ~la 1tatn1 & Apples w /tee Cnam 
Almoud Cookie• Tre1 Lecba Cakt 
1.no Ticplco 1ama Sodas 
Regular Dinner Prices Apply 
the-house system for health 
care and other food service 
operations. 
The system helped pro-
duce the nutritional book, 
updated quarterly, provided 
in the center of dining as well 
as Holmes. It is organized by 
venue. There is a "create your 
own section," as well as meals 
like the hamburgers. Condi-
ments are included at the end 
of each section. 
"Six ounces of onion rings 
or one of our boats is 692 calo-
ries and 45 grams of fat," Ca-
marillo said. 
"I wouldn't go eating · 
a milkshake a day," said 
Miranda Bateman, safety and 
health management major, 
who works at the hot dog and 
ice cream stand on campus. 
She admits there's about six 
scoops of ice cream in each 
shake. 
"People should know what 
they choose to put into their 
body, has consequences." 
When serving food, the 
utensils are made to give cus-
tomers the portions adver-
tised in the book. 
"Then again, people will 
ask for more or less," Cama-
rillo said. "We encourage staff 
to tell students to sit, eat and 
then come l?~ck, since some-
times their "eyes are bigger 
than their stomachs. They 
don't seem to realize how 
much food is thrown away." 
He and his staff are look-
ing into going trayless next 
year, since they notice that 
students overload their trays 
and end up throwing the food 
away. 
"We want to do something 
like have a kiddie pool out 
for people to dump their food 
into, and see exactly how 
muc;h is thrown away daily," 
Camarillo ·said. 
In stoi:e for dining services 
and hungry customers are 
multiple "gourmet BBQs," 
the Graduation Celebration, 
a luau and_ a Cinco de Mayo 
menu. 
"We are looking into hav-
ing s'mores, salmon and gar-
den burgers--or on the other 
WEATHER 
II II 
Student mentors 
fashionably· frugal 
Katie Tigges 
Scene reporter 
Today I found my passion. 
I've known for a while, but 
today I knew for certain. 
I want to help people orga-
nize their lives and achieve 
their goals. I want to help, 
them get their finances in or-
der and live their dream. Not 
only_ to help them with the 
day-to-day living problems, 
but to als"o help them in a 
spiritual sense as well. 
With the amount of debt 
that my generation is facing, 
we need to be making some 
big changes in our spending 
habits. This debt we are fac-
ing is in part due to the sky-
rocketing costs of education, 
the fact that it takes $40 to fill 
up my tank with gasoline and 
our growing addiction to caf-
feinated beverages. In order 
to stay afloat in these chaotic 
times, we need to have a fru-
gal plan of action. 
Frugal living does not need 
to be a life surrounding Top 
Ramen, Rice-a-Roni and 
stealing Wi-Fi from the neigh-
bors. You can eat well, dress 
'well and even splurge a little 
if you mak~ a PLAN!!! (Extra 
exclamation points added for 
emphasis.) You should know 
at all times exactly how much 
is in your bank account. If 
you spend ·money easily, then 
just think of it this way; at 
minimum wage you make 
around eight dollars an hour, 
that coffee you just purchased 
for neigh $4.50 just cost you a 
half hour of work, that tank 
of gas was five hours of work 
(for a 20 gallon tank at $2 a 
gallon). 
When I start doing the math 
I wonder: Would I do the same 
amount of work I currently 
do if I were paid in the things 
I purchase? If the answer is 
no, then you've unwittingly 
admitted to different priori-
ties in your life. I go through 
this process all the time. 
• • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . •• •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • 
• Culinary Corner: • • • • • 
• • 
Mo-chiko Chicken • • 
• • 
.• • 
• Hawaii has always been a melting pot of different ethnicities mainly because • 
: of its location in the Pacific Ocean. One of the biggest culture influences are the : 
• · Japanese. Many Japanese immigrants moved to the islands • 
• 
to work the plantations. They brought with them many of • 
• 
their traditions (which we celebrate today in Hawaii) and : 
foods. • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Rachel Guillermo 
Culinary Columnist 
• Ingredients: 
• 
• 
: 3 eggs, beaten 
• 1/2 C. soy sauce 
: 2 T. white sugar 
• 2 T. Hawaiian sea salt 
: (or 1 T. rock salt) 
' A per-
fect reflec- · 
tion is the 
dish Mochiko 
chicken. It's 
a basic mari-
nade for fried 
chicken, but 
. with an Asian 
twist. 
: 6 green onions, finely chopped 
• 5 garlic cloves, minced 
: 2 T. all-purpose flour 
• 3/4 C. cornstarch 
• 
• 3/4 C. mochiko (glutinous rice flour) 
• 5 lb. chicken thighs, deboned 
• 
• Oil for dee fr in 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Quinn Eddy/Observer • 
. 
.• 
• 
Directions: • 
• 
• 
- Stir together eggs, soy sauce, sugar, • 
• 
sea salt, green onions and garlic in a • 
large bowl. _ Sift together the flour, : 
cornstarch and mochiko; fold into the • 
egg mixture until smooth. Add chicken .. 
and mix until well coated. Cover bow 1 • 
• . 
with plastic wrap and refrigerate over- • 
~~ . 
• 
- Remove the chicken from the refrig- • 
erator, and mix again to redistribute. : 
Heat a large pot of oil to 350 F (175 .C). • 
• Deep fry chicken until golden brown • 
and cooked through; drain on paper : 
towels. • 
- Serve with white rice. • 
• 
. . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
OBSERVER 
The editorial views expressed are those of the writers 
and not necessarily the views of the newspaper staff at large, 
the student body, the faculty and administration and are 
certainly not to be considered as official views of 
Central Washington University. 
I still eat out (once a month), . 
get coffee for myself (three to 
five times a month), get gro-
ceries (15-20 percent of my 
paycheck), pay rent (50 per-
cent), tithe (10 percent), and 
even have some left over for 
savings (around 15 percent). 
Practicality at it's greatest. 
Budgeting has helped me 
overcome the constant urge 
to spend my money. I look 
for investments and sales on 
basic items, clip coupons and 
will return items that are un-
satisfactory I unnecessary. 
Don't think that these mea-
sures are set in stone, because 
no matter what, we will al-
ways have those "oh crap!" 
moments when our savings 
come in handy. Splurges are 
also OK, but make sure they 
are not a constant in your life. 
(Mine came in the form of 
patent leather stilettos!) 
Also, there are so many Web 
sites out there that help you 
live frugally. The Reader's 
Digest alone gives hundreds 
of sites and tips every year 
and you can read them at the 
library for no cost! 
I would invite the more 
adventurous of you to in-
vest your money; Now is the 
time to buy, when things are 
low and (as a college student) 
we have nothing to lose! The 
stocks will return to normal 
eventually and when they 
do, that stock you bought for 
a pittance will have been an 
amazing investment! 
Just some thoughts for my 
readers. I really don't have all 
the answers, case and point 
being the fact that I'm still a 
student living off a minimum 
wage salary at 13 or so hours 
each week. The real world 
hasn't quite hit me yet, but I 
hope that this planning will 
help set m~ above the pack 
for when I get there .. Heaven 
knows with the economy the 
way it is we will need all the 
help we can get! Good luck! 
RANDOM WORDS 
WITH ... 
Dele Bamidele 
junior 
marketing major 
* What's the coolest out-
door activity for spring? 
I'd do the river thing but... 
* What is the weirdest 
piece of art on campus? 
They all look weird to 
me actually. But by the 
library, one of those just 
don't make sense to me . 
* What is the first thing 
on your bucket Ust? 
Sky dive and then ask Kim 
Kardashian on a date. 
*You can spend the next 
24 hours with anyone. 
Who will it be? 
Probably Coby 0' Bryan 
so I can beat him in a 
game of 21. 
* 'Go green?' 
Buy a hybrid . 
. . 
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Students cope, season of good bye Local rodeo 
symbolizes 
Kayla 
. Schroader 
Editor-in-Chief 
Our generation is primarily 
in or approaching their· e.arly 
to mid twenties. Accordingly, 
this puts most grandparents 
among their 8th decade . of 
life, which is in many cases, a 
final chapter. 
It is a dark reality that many 
would rather just avoid all to-
ear 
gether, but an unavoidable . 
one nonetheless. As humans, 
we are botn, we live and we 
die. And if we're wise, we fo-
cus on living. 
Within the last quarter, 
more than half a dozen of my 
friends lost a grandparent. 
For the luckier few, it didn't 
happen during finals and 
they were able to take the ap-
propriate time for mourning. 
My heart w~ntout to each of 
them and their families. On 
the other hand, I have yet to 
experience the loss of a close 
loved one. Not even a pet. 
I've been blessed with a long 
·life of loved ones. 
But Omi now has cancer 
in both her lungs and bones. 
Grandma Schroader is bed 
ridden and receiving occa-
itot, 
Yesterday a student came up to me scared to death. As a 
foriner police officer, I often have students coming to me for 
help with things professors rarely hear about. In this case her 
roommate's ex-boyfriend, who is not a member of our campus 
community, had come onto campus. Late night door knocks, 
attempts to spy on and follow the roommate about campus, 
successful efforts to penetrate the dorm, and several other 
warning signs of possible violence convinced this student she 
and .her fellow students were in danger. The problem was, 
her roommate was not only un~oncerned about these danger 
signs, she was absolutely apathetic. 
When I approached the victim of the stalking incidents and 
requested she provide information on her ex-boyfriend, who 
was on campus at that moment, having trav~led several hours 
from his home, she was passive and unconcerned, despite the 
justified fear of her other roommates. Calmly eating a salad, 
she could not be bothered to contact police about this ex-boy-
friend's presence on campus. To make matters worse, the ex-
boyfriend has had d~alings with law enforcement in the past. 
The situation could :get really ugly really quickly, and no one 
will be able. to stop'it unless they act now. 
While it's not important in this letter to guess the reason for 
this passive attitude, be it abuse, ignorance or fear, it did spur 
me to write to the campus. If you're concern~d for your safety, 
tell someone. Probably, you are worrying over nothing, but 
recent experience on campuses s_hows that the worst case sce-
nario can rapidly develop! and often~the simple act of commu-
nication can head off tragedy. Yol.l will suffer no repercussions 
for well meaning communication even if it turns out you are 
wrong. You will not be seen as a pest. Tell people what scares 
you, as it has no down side if you follow through. 
Stalkers can and do become violent, and their violence is of-
ten directed at anyone who gets in their way, the same goes for 
domestic violence. A person may reason that they are the only 
one being hurt, but perpetrators often lash out at others wheri 
they see others trying to help or communicate with the victim. 
The whole community is at risk. Even if you are not the target. 
of the stalking or domestic violence, you should act immedi-
ately if you detect it. Waiting to see what happens is almost 
always a mistake. The sooner you seek.help, the safer you and 
everyone else on campus will be. Stalking and domestic vio-
lence is like a smoldering fire, there is no point in waiting for it 
to flare up into a conflagration to ~e concerned about it. 
As for staff and faculty, be prepared to act to protect your 
students. The best action you can take when you discover your 
student is a victim of or aware of domestic violence or stalk-
ing incidents is to immediately accompany them to the police 
department and support them as they make a report. If their 
living arrangements are unsafe, help them find housing on 
campus or in the community. It is unwise for you to speak to 
the stalker or perpetrator of domestic violence (there is almost 
no chance that an untrained person will have anything but a 
negative affect on the situation), but you should definitely do 
anything in your power to make your student safe. The most 
important thing to remember is that there is no such thing as 
having appropriate authority to intervene to assure the ?afety 
of one of our students. Act im1µediately upon !filding out there 
sional visits from Hospice. 
Sometimes watching them 
go is the hardest part. It is 
true there is no escaping the 
pain or the unavoidable final 
breath. But what good does it 
do to simply sit around sulk-
ing and waiting. Every mo-
ment, from birth to death, is a 
precious one. · We grow up so 
fast. Life flashes and then it's 
gone. Don't blink . 
What I do instead is em-
brace the life; the days when 
Omi would post me on the 
kitchen counter to help bake 
cookies; Grandma Schroader 
piaying the piano as the notes 
filtered to our play outside. · 
Everyone's internal clock 
is ticking. Some will enjoy 
long, fulfilled lives while oth-
ers' may be cut short. Either 
way, most of us won't recieve 
that six-month warning. 
You're here now. Take a deep 
breath of that spring air and 
be thankful. Then, pick up the 
phone and make a call to the 
grandfolks. Thank them for 
passing down those words of 
wisdom and the secret fam-
ily recipe. Tell them you love 
them. Even If your dad's dad 
tells the same doggone sto-
ries again and again, or great 
grandma likes to stain your 
cheek with sticky lipstick 
stains, or Omi still spells your 
name wrong on your birth-
day' cards from time to time. 
Those are the pet peeves we 
will grow to love and miss. 
No one knows which day 
may be the last, so live large 
and love, every single day. 
is a problem, without worrying if you are "allowed." A scared 
student is enough justification. Like a fire alarm, don't wait to 
see if it is the real thing. Act in a reasonable manner as soon as 
your hear about the incident. 
Steve Jackson 
jacksste@cwu.e<:f u 
historyJ 
loveJ sport 
Abby Reynolds 
Copy editor 
When_ I was 3 I rode my 
first horse. When I was 5 I 
was given my first horse and 
when I was 8 I went to my 
first barrel race. Since that 
day I have loved the speed, 
the crowd and the intensity 
of this sport called rodeo. But 
over the last few years, there 
are some groups threatening 
not only my way of life and 
a sport that has captivated so 
many people, but the founda-
tion and history of the West. 
Last year during the week 
of Central' s college rodeo, we 
all witnessed a small part of 
what professional rodeo com-
petitors deal with everyday 
of their competing season. 
In response to Kayla Schroader's opinion piece a few weeks People for the Ethical Treat-
ago: I am happy that her mother had options available besides ment of Animals (PETA) 
abortion, including a supportive family. Unfortunately, not all members vandalized our 
women have that kind of network. Nobody wants to have an campus to protest against 
abortion. Everyone wants to _have access to affordable and reli- the rodeo, claiming that ro-
able medical services. Planned Parenthood's mission statement deo kills and harms animals. · 
is to provide basic reproductive health care services to people 
. in need. Only 3 percent of their services pertain to abortion, the 
'rest are related to education, prevention, testing-and treatment 
of STis, cancer screenings, physical exams and the like. 
The 40 Days For Life, or as I prefer to call them, "40 Days of 
Harassment," don't serve the community at all. Haggling with 
patients as they walk into clinics to receive their monthly birth 
control so that they can avoid the possibility of-abortion does 
nothing to make them feel ·like a community is out there sup-
porting their rights and their lives. 
Should abortion be a primary method of birth control? Cer-
tainly not. . But . it's much safer to have the service and the re-
sources for prevention available than to have desperate, lonely 
women seeking abortions in back-alleys. · 
Next time you are thinking about picking up a sign with 
inaccurate statistics and false medical information to scare a 
patient, I challenge you to volunteer for an hour at a family 
planning. clinic to · help educate people about their reproduc-
tive health and rights. 
Erika Harder 
senior French major 
The Somali pirates continue to wr~ak havoc on commercial 
shipping off the coast of Africa. There are about 20 ships with 
over 300 hostages currently being'held for ransom. · 
Action has to be taken to combat the pirates. Shipping, com-: 
panies should place heavily armed professional guards on 
ships with shoot to kill orders. All countries with commercial 
ships traversing the African shipping lanes should provid,e na-· 
val warships to protect shippii:i.g and provide convoy escort 
duty just like they did during WWII. We need slow moving 
strafing aircraft located at' sea or on land to be available to 
quickly search out and destroy the pirates in their boats. 
If the preceding steps don't work, the impacted countries 
should sink the pirates' mother ships and consider aircraft and . 
naval attacks on the pirate havens on the coast of Somalia. 
Although diplomacy is preferable to military action, the So-
mali government is too weak to reiJ.1 in the pirates, and there-
fore military activities ~ay be neede~ to solve th~ problem: 
. . .. _: . ·~. 12§pa~.4 .~: M?s,g<l~itz·· ., . 
"' • n• 'L'ondort'detr\7;-Nff " 
· What most of them do not un-
derstand is that these animals 
are bred and born to buck and 
they love it just a much as the 
people competing d9. 
First, ·I ask, what has the 
. community -of rodeo done to 
th€se people to give them the 
right to speak . badly about 
something they most likely 
have not taken the time _to 
know anything about? Sure, I 
am not a fan of these extreme 
animal rights activists, but I 
would never dream of defac-
ing public property to express 
how I feel about them. 
Second, I would never fath-
om harming my animals. I 
speak for most . of the rodeo 
community when I ·say it 
takes a lot of time, effort and 
money to keep our animals 
healthy and safe. On aver-
age I spend about $5,000 per 
year to ensure my horse is up 
to par 24 hours a day,. seven 
days a week, 365 days a year. 
I will buy grain for my horse 
before. I go grocery shopping 
for myself. My horse loves to 
"chase cans." He lives for it. 
I have my opinion and they 
have theirs, but if I don't inter-
fere with your everyday life, . 
then why interrupt mine? 
My opinion and I will be · 
barrel racing tomorrow night 
at the CWU college rodeo. 
rhree barrels, two hearts, 
and one dream! 
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Indie Jilms, music join at film fest Tour brings 
by Danielle Gagnon 
Staff reporter 
For all of those who enjoy 
watching indie-style films 
and listening to live perfor-
mances, Ellensburg Film Fo-
rum and Bar N oir Fundraiser 
is the place to be 7 p.m. to 2 
a.m. on Saturday, April 25 at 
Gallery One in downtown El-
lensburg. 
The Ellensburg Film Festi-
val (EFF) is held the last Sat-
urday of every month and 
will be screening an encore 
presentation of "Blind Love." 
"Blind Love" portrays two 
strangers who fall in love 
without ever meeting each 
other. This·non-verbal feature 
is written and directed by 
J anghun Troy Choi. 
The premise of the story 
·revolves around a cheap 
apartment offered for rent, 
with the catch that the room 
is leased for half a day only. A 
professional hit-man lives in 
the apartment by night while 
a young prostitute working · 
nights rents it during the day. 
The two develop affection for 
one another through personal 
belongings and scents they 
each leave behind. They soon 
find themselves longing for 
more than what life has given 
them. 
The film has received 16 
awards including Best Fea-
ture Awards at the second an-
nual Ellensburg Film Festivai 
in2006. 
"The event brings oppor-
tunity for education and en-
tertainment to Ellensburg, 
not only bringing attention 
to the organization but bring-
ing the opportunity to view 
films that have been in our 
festival," said Sarah Haven, 
Ellensburg Film Festival co-
ordinator. "These films are 
not your typical Hollywood-
type film, but a more indie 
film ~aker experience." 
Following the film will be a 
Shuttle service to 
CWU available 
throughout the day 
Photo courtesy of The Table of Contents 
From left to right: The Table of Contents band members pose for picture. Paul Johnson, drums, Karl 
Michealbach, guitar, Joseph Osborne, bass. 
live performance by The Table 
of Contents. According to the 
band's Web site, it character-
izes its sound as a rock band 
that plays poppy; hooky, fun, 
guitar-driven three-and-a-
half minute.songs. 
"We decided to play at the 
event to support the Ellens-
burg Film Festival," said Karl 
Michelbach, singer and gui-
tar player. "Sounds like a cool 
event, bringing two or more 
types of art together ... sup-
porting the arts is now more 
important than ever." . 
The pop rock sounds of 
Washington natives The Table 
of Contents can be heard from 
9 p.m. until 2 a.m. for those 
21 and older. Paul Johnson, 
drummer, Joseph Osborne, 
bass guitarist, and Karl Mi-
chealbach, lead guitarist, all 
share in the vocal composi-
tion for the band. 
There's no charge, but 
donations are encouraged. 
Drinks, provided by Cave B. 
and Iron Horse Brewery, will 
cost $2 to $3. · 
"All three ad ult beverages 
for sale are our main [source 
of] funding," Haven said. 
"Film makers [also] support 
us by agreeing to show their 
film for free." 
All proceeds go toward 
supporting the EFF events 
hosted throughout the year 
and the Ellensburg Film Festi-
val held Oct. 2 through Oct. 4, 
2009. The support also helps 
Gallery One, the venue that 
EFF uses each month. 
For more information on 
EFF events visit http: I I w_ww. 
ellensburgfilmfestival.com or 
to listen to music of Table of . 
Contents visit www.myspace. 
com/ thetableofcontents. 
,- ~ · ·- - ...... - - - -i 
I 0% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS : 
$ . .g AND EMPLOYEES ·. • . 
·. $2~.~S+TAX LU81 OIL AND ·~ 
FILTIR SIRYICI 
27 PT SAFETY INSPICTION, 
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mus1c1ans 
Arlyn and 
Kingham to 
Ellensburg 
by John Redifer 
Staff reporter 
Soft jazz melodies, dreamy 
vocals, and graceful piano 
parts represent the three most 
important ingredients at to-
day's free performance of 
musicians Debra Arlyn and 
Jonathan "Kingham at 7 p.m. 
in the Student Union Rec-
reation Center (SURC) Pit. 
Tonight students, faculty and 
the community . alike will be 
able to enjoy the unique tal-
ents of these two renowned 
musicians. 
Veted at the Portland Mu-
sic Awards as the "Best Fe-
male Artist of the Year," Ar-
lyn continues to gain industry 
acclaim and success blending 
Motown sound . with con-
temporary song writing that 
critics feel set her apart from 
other female artists. · 
"I'll want to stop by and 
_check it out!" said Sam Holt, 
freshman physics major. 
Seattle artist Jonathan 
Kingham, who's style em-
braces the soothing blend of 
folk, pop, country, and jazz; 
performed in the SURC Pit 
Feb. 1 2008 and will be re-
turning to ·perform with Ar-
lyn tonight with his 4-piece 
group in support of their 
three records. 
"We' re excited to have 
Arlyn and Kingham per-
form here," said Stephanie 
Oberlander, Service-learning 
Fellow at Civic Engagement 
Center. "We have more mu-
sic on the way for the Human 
Rights Awareness Tour as 
well." 
While Kingham has plen-
ty of time and experience in 
the recording industry and 
subsequent music business, 
Arlyn's six-piece Pop/R&B 
group was featured in the 
2006 documentary film Clear 
Cut: The Story of Philomath, 
Oregon, and received critical 
acclaim. 
"I love [Kingham' s] voice!" 
said Devin Beach, Central 
Alumni. "I can't make it due 
to a work commitment, but 
he was awesome last year." 
Kingham has performed 
with Julia Iglesias Jr., Glen 
Phillips, and Cindy Morgan 
~nd spends his time record-
ing in his self-built Seattle 
studio. 
His music can be heard at 
www.myspace.com/ exactre-
cords. 
Arlyn's influences range 
from The Beatles to Coldplay 
and her music can be heard 
at www.myspace.com/ deb-
raarlyn. 
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Castellano shares life, educates students 
by Brooke Mortensen 
Asst. Scene Editor 
Jose is serving time in pris-
on while his wife suffers from 
severe health problems and 
his children are forced to leave 
school. 
Carlos was tortured and 
killed this past November and 
his wife and children were left 
to mourn at his funeral along 
with others that shared his 
struggles. 
An 18-year-old girl takes 
care of her siblings after her 
mom was arrested for :rebel- -
ling. The girl has no money 
and no job to support her 
family. 
This is the life that people 
in Colombia have to look for-
ward to. 
· If they remain detached 
from the guerilla groups, 
PARC, the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia 
and ELN, the National Lib-
ertarian Army, they choose to 
live a life of poverty, threats, 
torture and death. 
On Tuesday, Ap~il · 21, 
Central Washington Univer-
sity students got the chance 
to hear stories, facts, and see 
pictures of what takes place in 
Colombia. 
Speaker and secretary gen-
eral of the Arauca Peasant 
Association, Nidia Castella-
nos gave a presentation with 
translator, Scott Nicholson as 
part of the "Women· Resisting 
War in Colombia" series. 
"We're privileged to have 
Scott and Nidia on campus 
and to have this series as part 
of the Central experience," · 
said, Mike Ervin, associate 
professor of history and direc-
tor of Latino and Latin Amer-
ican Studies. "It's not often 
you get to hear voices of real 
people and their struggles in 
such an intimate setting." 
. Castellanos lives in Arau-
ca, Colombia and promotes 
organic agriculture for people 
Pete Los/Observer 
Nidia Castellanos ex-plainea the problems that have arised from the guerilla groups, the FA_RC and the ELN in Colombia. 
to make' a living off of and 
defends the rights of its mem-
bers and their families. 
"It's not dignified or just 
£.or people to have to live in 
these c;:onditions," Castella.:. 
nos said. "So we are inspired 
to keep struggling." 
During her speech Cas- · 
tellanos spoke about how 
the 45 year war in Colombia 
amongst the FARC, the ELN, 
and the paramilitary has con-
tinued due to the aid that is 
received from the United 
States through our taxes and 
Plan Colombia that President 
Clinton put into place during 
his term in 2000. 
"As long as wars are fi-
nanced, little will change," 
Castellanos, said. "We already 
have enough weapons in Co-
]~ts 
lombia, more than enough to 
kill off all of the Colombian 
people." 
According to Nicholson, 
the United States has "aided" 
Colombia more than $5 bil-
lion since 2000, which has 
gone towards military fund-
ing and more than $2.5 mil-
lion in fumigation, which is 
used for the coca plants, but 
also kills the people. 
"What they really need is 
jobs, they don't need anymore 
weapons," Nicholson said. 
Those who attended the 
presentation were shown sev-
. eral slides of poverty-stricken 
homes that Colombian peo-
ple live in and the families 
that are left after a member 
is imprisoned for rebelling or 
killed for standing up for hu-
• 2 Bedrooms, 2 Full Bathrooms 
• Clubhouse w/Pool & Fooshall 
• Built-In Closet Organizers 
• Built-In Desks 
• Safety Patrol 
• Basketball Court 
• Monthly Events 
• Free Standup Tanning 
• On-Site Property Manager 
• Roommate .Pairing Available. 
man rights. 
Before she left for her visit 
to the United States, Castella-
nos, along with others in her 
community were presented 
with another dilemma. 
"During the last two weeks 
in March we experienced an 
arms transportation stop ,and 
those who disobeyed were 
killed," Castellanos said. 
As she told about a taxi 
driver, a worker and people 
in a home that were killed 
during that time, her eyes be-
gan to tear. 
"What I've shown you is 
very little in comparison to 
what people who live there 
go through," Castellanos 
said. "What you live in your 
own flesh,. you feel it more 
strongly." 
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-Mama Tomcat flies high 
Photos by Tetsu Takiguchi/Observer 
(Top) Mama tomcat and other uncle tomcats convince.Lucky, a baby gull, to practice flying to be like other gulls in the sky. (Bottom 
left) Zerbo, Tyson Dailey (left) and Sal, Tom Lees cneck inside of the egg that Lady guU left to them. (Bottom rignt) Zerbo, the "Mama 
Tomcat;' tells Lucky, Madison Rengli, a baby gull that dreams to be a cat, the wanders. and excitement of flying. 
Spacious, airy two bedroom apartments th;it are well equipped with 
full size refrigerator, microwave, and dishwasher, with prices ranging 
from $700 - $795. Come in and make a reservation TODAY! · 
$100 reservation fee, guarantee your place for fall! All of our leases 
end in June, July or August - YOUR CHOICE! We are also pet 
friendly! 1 time pet fee $250. · 
501 E. 18th Ave. Ellensburg, Wf!t. 98926 
509-962-5508 I t;mail: yptaee@tatrpoim,.net 
Central sign 
language 
club offers 
events to 
faster better 
skills, savvy 
by Marissa McDor:iald 
Staff reporter 
Visit the Starbucks on 
University Way around 6 
o'clock on Tuesdays for the 
Central Washington Univer-
sity American Sign Language 
(ASL) Club. 
Intimidating at first, but 
there are nothing but friendly 
faces to be seen signing across 
the table to each other. There 
is a crew of signers, some 
fluent in their signing while 
some barely broken in, but it 
doesn't matter, because ev-
eryone helps each other out. 
They all introduce themselves 
by standing and signing their 
names. The silence continues 
while everyone signs back 
and forth in conversation. 
These ASL club "Starbucks 
chat nights" are only some of 
the deaf events around town. 
They also hold silent game 
nights and are starting up 
a d~af bowling night event. 
There are well known "Fifst 
Friday chat nights" held at a 
Starbucks in Yakima. Every 
other Tuesday, the Central 
ASL club meets at Starbucks 
and always welcomes new · 
people. The majority of peo-
ple at the event are not deaf, 
but are required for an ASL 
class through Central to at-
tend two deaf events and 
then write a paper. 
"Ellensburg has an almost 
non-existent deaf communi-
ty," said Katy Clifton, junior 
molecular and cellular biol-
ogy and English literature, 
double major. Clifton says 
that coffee nights like these 
11 are held in every state ex-
cept Hawaii and Alaska, and 
are organized and run by the 
deaf community." 
These chat nights are /1 a 
really good opportunity to 
practice," said Heidi Ander-
son, senator of the Central 
ASL club. "By lhe end of the 
quarter, attendance [to the 
meetings] increases. It's a lot 
of fun once you get good." 
Anderson also ensures that 
Steve Cook, the ASL teacher, 
"makes It fun." 
Ashley Fried, freshman 
early education major, wants 
students to know that "it's 
[the club] not intimidating" 
and encourages participa-
tion. ' 
Cook says there are nearly 
a dozen members in the club 
and suggests people check 
out the Central ASL Web site 
for information on upcoming 
events. 
"To support the under-
standing of ASL" is Cook's 
goal for the club. 
1-S~t_e~n~~·~e ___ 1A~p_ri_12_3~,_20_0_9~1o_b_se_~_e_·r ________________________________ ~----~ 11 
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The Awareness Maze, located in the tennis courts outside the SURC, is an art project featuring pane.ls reflecting stories of indifference, turmoil and oppression in society. -
. . 
Hu01an rights week spurs awareness 
by David Guzman 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington Uni-
versity students and Ellens-
burg businesses are joining 
forces to bring attention to 
human rights. The Human 
Rights Awareness Week will 
be held from Monday through 
Friday, April 27 to May 1. 
The week is hosted by the 
Human Rights Tour, in con-
junction with the Don and 
Verna .Duncan Ci'!ic ERgage-
ment Center (CEC). 
The Human _ Rights Tour 
is a national gathering of or-
ganizations, artists and per-
formers who travel to uni-
versities across .America. The 
group sheds light on human 
rights violations around the 
woi;-ld and encc;mrages stu-
dents on campus to take an 
active role in promoting so-
. cial consdousness. 
. The Civic Engagement 
Center hopes that in the midst 
of the often grim realities o{ 
human rights violations, stu-
dents can gain a positive at-
titude and be encouraged to 
make a difference. 
"The Human Rights Week 
is not about feeling guilty, de-
pressed, or overwhelmed," 
said Stephanie Oberlander, 
senior anthropology major 
and Civic Engagement Center 
fellow. "It's about energy, em-
powerment and engagement." 
Speakers and musicians on 
the tour emphasize a positive, 
inspirational message. 
The activities and events 
will last all next week, from of making a difference inJhe Local re8taurarits :.Sazon, Yel- May 1, with the_ Human 
Monday through Friday. world just by being a _· con- low Church Cafe,· Perkins and - Rights Festival. The goal of 
From 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. sumer," according to the four ·s-uge;ttThai Will help fighthun- the fe'stival, accorqing to the 
each day, tour meni.pers and Web site. · gert while 'giving hungry fast Human Rights Tour wel;> site, 
volunteers fr.om· the Civic The H{iman Rights Aware- _participants:an opportunity to _ is to "fuse Human. Rights 
Engagement C~nter will ness Maze is also featured treafthemselves. Each restau- education with world . class 
have booths, artwork and ac- ·. 'throughout the ':Yeek with the rant _will donate 10 percent of entertainment in an effort to 
tivit.ies set up in the Student help of the Diversity Educa- each p<¢fticipant's bill to Pierce unite evecy member of the 
U~ion and Recreation Cent~r tion Center, and is on display · County's FISH Food Bank. · ... -· tm_iver_?it)';t .: . . 
~ (SURC) Pit. The Pit will serve in the tennis courts outside !'.This) ~~gi".,~S participants ··' · The ·festival will feature 
as a ge!).eral huh.of informa-.c the SJJRC. Each six by fol,lr the opportunity to support live music from local bands, 
tion for interested students, foot panel is designed by vol- local businesses, but also give with speakers and activi-
as well as a sign-up station unteers from the CEC or from back to those in need," Ober- ties during breaks and band 
for those wanting to partici- the Diversity Education Cen- lander said. changeovers. Performances 
pate in the activities during ter, and features quotes, pho- After the Hunger Fight, by roots reggae and hip hop 
the week. tographs and other visual rep- · D&M Coffee will bring atten- artists Joseph Israel and Lafa · 
Live music from local artists resentation of human rights. tion to the ethics of fair-trade Taylor will be featured. 
_will be featured, as well as art- "Everyone cah have a coffee at its Pine Street location. 
work on display from several chance to explore the maze Free coffee and chocolate will 
nationally renowned artists. with a group," Oberlander be donated by manufacturers 
A professional ar~s~ :wm b~ __ said. "Or stude11ts , <:fin just with stric~ labor rights policie_s, 
working on a projed through:. .· wander through it -on thefr --~d . '.live -music from . eclectic ' . 
out the week, and students are_ way to class. It's-a great dis- group Spearit will.be featured. · -
invited to lend a hand. play of humah work.:' The Tour is also hosting 
The films "The Big Sellout" An _anticipated activity two workshops on Wednes-
and "Invisible Children," will during the week is the annual day and Thursday, · respec-
. be shown on Monday and 30 Hour Fast. Up to 500 stu- tively. "Go Sweat Fr~e," held 
Wednesday, respectively. dents can sign up on Tuesday, on Wednesday, encourages 
The topic of sweatshops and pick up a required offi- students to be ethical consum-
and ethics will be on display cial T-shirt to wear during the ers when buying clothing. 
Tuesday night. Labor rights fast. T-shirts are available on The Green Symposium, 
advocate Chie -Abad ·will a first-come-first-serve basis. held on Thursday, empha-
speak about her ·~experiences "[The 30 Hoµr Fast] allows sizes how living a "green" 
as a sweatshop worker . on us to experience what going to lifestyle can benefit others as 
American soil, and prbvide _..;1 bed hungry· feels like," Ober- well as oneself. 
rare perspective on the evils lander said. "We can get some "Each workshop is run by 
of sweatshops. small idea of what ·billions of professionals in e_ach field," 
The "No Sweat Fashion people a year gffthrough." Oberlander said. "There will 
Show" will follow- Abad' s Students not participating in be a lot of hands-on learning 
.presentation, and feature the fast are also encouraged to and training." . 
models wearing clothing de- volunteer at the Hydration Sta- Stlldents can sign up to 
signed and made without tion on Wednesday. Water will participate in the workshops 
sweatshops. be provided for participants. during the daily booth and 
"The aim of the No Sweat The fast will end on Thurs- art exhibit in the SURC pit. 
Fashion Show is to give uni- day night, in time for the The week's activities will 
• 
versity students the option ThursdayNightHungerFight. come to a close on Friday, 
Sports Trivia 
What quarterbad< threw 70 
passes in a single game.? 
aospo/8 MoJQ 
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Four on four on Barto lawn 
by Elizabeth De Vos 
Staff reporter 
The courts and nets were 
set up for teams tq practice 
before the games began,. the 
grass was freshly mowed and 
the sun was out Saturday, 
April 18 provided the perfect 
day for a four-on-four outdoor 
grassy volleyball tournament. 
Nine teams signed up for 
the tournament, which took 
place on the lawn located be-
tween the Barto and Student 
Union and Recreation Center 
(SURC). 
The matches were refer-
. eed by Eric Scott, intramural 
sports and events coordinator, 
students Ashley Ellwanger, 
senior elementary educa-
tion major, and Dexter Clark, 
sophomore undeclared. 
Each team had a name and 
team captain. Teams played 
their hearts out hoping to win 
the tournament and the much 
coveted intramural champi-
on's T-shirt. 
The teams were; Sets on the 
Beach, Dead Eye,· Monopoly 
for Life, Ludwig, Don't Mess 
with the Wangs, Scared-Hit-
less, Dominators, Block-N-
Balls and We Dig 4 Play. 
Block-N-Balls and We Dig 4 
Play went head-to-head in the 
tournament ·championship. 
These two teams have played 
in past championships against 
each other in intramural vol-
leyball. 
"If I'm not winning I'm 
not having fun," said Leilani 
Ramsey, junior business ma-
jor. "Winning is really impor-
tant for me." 
Ramsey is on Central's vol-
leyball team as well as We Dig 
4 Play. 
"It's more fun to play in 
this setting because it's rec-
re.ational, there are a couple 
good teams," said Whitney 
Buck, junior physical edu-
cation major and Ramsey's 
teammate on We Dig 4 Play 
and Central' s team. 
. For most players he tourna-
ment is for recreation. Winning . 
didn't matter. Just getting out-
side and playing is important, 
many players said winning 
was a bonus. 
The tournament was very 
laid back, if someone made a 
mistake, most just laughed it 
off and continued playing. 
Zane Laughborn-Olmsted, 
senior law and justice major 
and Block-N-Balls member, 
dove for the ball in the finals 
match. 
Even though he missed the 
ball, his team members played 
on with smiles and were still 
laughing about it five minutes 
later. Laughborn-Olmsted was 
uninjured. 
We Dig 4 Play won the tour-
nament. The winning players 
were; Buck, Ramsey, Jeremiah 
Riel, senior exercise science 
major, and Josh Burwell, ju-
nior biology major. 
The final three matches be-
tween Block-N-Balls and We 
Dig 4 Play were one-sided . 
~ with We Dig 4 Play winning, · 
15-7 in the first match, 15-9 in . 
the second, and 15-6 in the fi-
nal contest. 
"Awesome, spectacular!" 
~ Riel said about winning. 
This was the team's first 
intramural win of the sea-
son, and what members hope 
will be the first of .many. The 
teammates had just met each 
other and hit it off socially and 
bonded · of their love for the 
game . 
. According to Scott, the 
tournament was free to partic-
ipants; · intramural sports had 
the equipment and the staff in 
order tG host the. eyent. 
Pete Los/Observer 
Adam Ru beef< (left), senior English major of team Monopoly for Life 
. defends against a spike from Justin Conney, construction manage-
ment major of team scared hitless. 
Central Wildcats -host invitational 
by Laura Mitt/eider 
As~t. Sports Editor 
Saturday, April 18, Tomlin-
son Stadium held the Spike 
Arlt Invitational track and 
field meet. 
Central' s men won the 
team title with 179.5 points 
while the women came in 
second with 166 points, right 
behind Spokane Community 
College with 177 points. 
The track and field · meet 
started at 9:30 a.m. and lasted 
the majority of the day. 
Track and field consists of 
a series of different team and 
individual events that earn 
schools points. 
Within 93 points of the 
lead after day one, Raquel 
Gonzalez was one of the ath-
letes fighting for the lead in 
the Women's heptathlon. 
A heptathlon consists of 
seven different main events 
performed by the athlete. It is 
made up of 100 meter hurdle, 
the high jump, long jump 
shot put, 200 meter dash, jav-
elin throw and the 800 meter 
dash. 
Gonzalez . took fourth for 
day one with 2,623 points, a 
mere 81 ·points behind West-
ern Oregon's leader Mandy 
Keifer. 
Gonzalez earned the ma-
jority of her points through 
two events. 
With a time of 15.66, Gon-
zalez earned 756 points in the 
100-ineter dash and With a 
grade. 
"It's really laid back but 
with good competition," Fis-
cher said. 
Fischer generally uses the 
shot-put as a warm up for 
the discus. He focuses on his 
technique. 
The women had athletes 
scoring high in the 400-meter 
dash and the 1500 meter run. 
Gwenna Carie took first 
in the 400-meter dash with 
a time of 58.18 with Western 
Washington's Sarah Brownell 
close behind with 59. 93. 
Carie earned the team 10 
points. 
In the 1500-meter run, Cen-
tral' s Marcie Mullen took first 
with a time of four minutes 
and 53 seconds and 21 milli-
seconds. 
It was a close rac~ , with 
· Western Washington's Court-
ney Olson just a. few millisec-
onds behind with a time of 
· four minutes 53 seconds and 
83 milliseconds. 
Tuesday, April 20, day two 
Brian liyama/Observer · of the meet started at 10 a.m. 
Competitors in the four by one relay set up on the blocks getting ready for the startng gun in Saturdays at Tomlinson Stadium. 
meet. Gonzalez finished in third 
high-jump of five feet and one .. 
inch, she earned 678 points. 
Gonzalez tied for third place 
in the high-jump. 
On the men's teams, Nick 
Collins took fifth in the de-
cathlon. 
The decathlon consisted 
of five events performed by 
each athlete during the meet. 
Collins is the only male to 
compete in the decathl~n for 
Central. 
He was 602 points behind 
Western Oregon's leader Zeb 
Udell. 
As he sat in fifth for day 
one, he was 237 points behind 
Western Washington's Alex 
Harrison. 
Individual events such as 
men's shot-put, discus and 
hammer throw had, . 
Central' s Tyler Fischer fin-
ishing in the top two in each 
event. 
Fischer took first in the 
discus with a distance of 
48.89 meters, earning him 10 
points. He also took first in 
the hammer throw with 54.23 
meters, earning him 10 more 
points. 
The safety and health 
management major has been 
tju'owi~g_ since the seventh 
place for the GNAC and Col-
lins ·held on to fifth place in 
the GNAC. 
Two freshman also fin-
ished in the top 15 holding on 
to their day one places. 
Freshmen Siri Berg and 
Mary Seidler finished in 10th 
and 12th place after day two 
of the invitational. -
The GNAC champion-
ships are May 1-2 at Western 
Oregon University. 
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Lady Wildcats tie for first place 
JY Garret Atkinson 
Staff reporter 
Friday was the start of a very busy 
weekend for the Wildcat softball team, 
which played its final home series of 
:he season. 
The team also celebrated the renam-
ln.g of its home field, dedicated as Gary 
· md Bobbi Fredrick Field after head 
::::oach Dr. Gary Fredrick apd his late 
wife Bobbi, who passed away Dec 8, 
2008, due to complications of Amyo-
:rophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), also 
known as Lou Gehrig's disease. 
The renaming ceremony took place 
)aturday prior to the double-header 
:i.gainst Northwest Nazarene Uni-
versity. Players and fans wore yellow 
f-shirts in honor of Bobbi Fredrick, 
whose favorite color was yellow. 
The team has also been wearing yel-
low armbands with the initials "B.F." 
:hroughout the 2009 season. 
to an 11-3 win to sweep the day's 
games. 
Wildcat's starting pitcher Lindy Bax-
ter gave up just three hits and struck 
out three to earn her second straight 
pitching victory with three innings of · 
work. Reliever Katriina Reime then 
surrendered just one hit in the last two 
innings to help the Wildcats earn the 
victory. 
Saturday's double-header got off to 
a great start with a 3-0 win over North-
west Nazarene. The game stayed score-
less until the bottom of the third, when 
senior Jackie Hawkins scored on an RBI 
triple by Taylor Trautmann. 
Senior catcher Holly Rossman then 
drove in Trautmann on a sacrifice fly. 
More action came in the sixth inning 
when Ashley Fix drove in pinch runner 
Marissa Botts on a single. 
Friday got off to a slow start for the 
Wildcats, who fell behind early 1-0 and 
were held scoreless until the sixth in-
:tlng. L. 
The three runs scored would be more 
than enough for senior Linse Vlahovich, 
who pitched a complete game shutout. 
She scattered six hi~s over the seven in-
nings with four strikeouts and only one 
walk. 
· The win puts her at a record of 18-
Brianne Jette/Observer 
Freshman outfielderDevin Lasron is tagged out sliding into second base. 
Senior starting pitcher • 
Linse Vlahovich settled 
fown after giving up one 
run in the second inning, 
retiring the next 14 batters 
til a row. 
The Wildcat offense took 
)Ver in the sixth inning, 
:;coring its first two runs 
Jf the game on a single by 
Vlichelle Torre, then added 
:Wo more insurance runs 
Jn a double by Ashley Fix, 
which would prove enough 
for the Wildcats. to take the 
first game 4-2. 
{_ . 6. Taylor Trautmann 
'ft has been a led the offense dur- very blessed to be a part of all of this", 
fantastic day, 
and I feel very 
blessed to be 
a part ~f al'o' 
. this. 
ing the game, going said Vlahovich. "Having Gary here and 
three for three with being a part of this has been great." 
an RBI triple. Game two of the double-header on 
The first and sec- Saturday ended up looking much like 
ond games on Satur- the first. Rossman got the scoring go-
day were separated ing early, hitting a solo homerun in the 
by the Senior Day first inning. 
ceremony. Seniors· That would be the only .run for ei-
Jackie Hawkins, ther team until the sixth inning. Junior 
. Holly Rossman, Danielle Monson took advantage of a 
· Linse Vlahovich and late-game bases loaded opportunity, 
Linse Vlahovich LiZ Wallace were all hitting a single to knock in two more 
SENIOR PITCHER acknowledged dur- runs. 
· · ing the event. This would be all the Wildcats 
one in the process. . 
Vlahovich came in to slam the door 
on. Northwest Nazarene, striking out 
four in the last two innings and picking 
up her second save of the year. 
"You can't ask for a better day," said 
Rossman after the second game. When 
asked about the team's playoff outlook, 
Rossinan said, "We don't look too far 
ahead. We have to focus on each game 
for seven innings." . 
Game two of the double-header kept 
:he offense of the Wildcats rolling. 
The four seniors have been.enjoying r- would need while shutting out North-
~ne of the best seasons in Wildcat soft- west Nazarene. 
ball history. Wildcat starting pitcher Katriina Re-
Central Washington (23-7 GNAC) 
now sits in a virtual tie for first place 
in the GNAC standings with Montana 
State Billings (22-6 GNAC). They will 
play the remaining 10 games of their 
season on the road. 
The Wildcats will play six games 
at Western Oregon Friday through 
SundaY, before one last four-game set 
against Montana State Billings. 
Central' s first six hitters all reached Their 27 wins on the season are the ime picked up her sixth win of the year, 
Jase and scored against Crusader's most ever in the school's history. pitching five innings and only giving 
:;tarting pitcher Dana Shipley en route "It has been a fantastic d_ay, and I feel up two hits and a walk, striking out 
Wakeboarding club makes spring debut 
by Matt Carstens 
Staff reporter 
The Central _Washington 
Wake Sports Club kicked off 
spring quarter with a presen-
tation of the wakeboarding 
film "The Way" on Thursday 
April 16. 
The film chronicled half a 
dozen wake boarders travel-
ing around the state of Wash-
ington riding the diverse wa-
ters that the Evergreen State 
has to offer. 
From traditional riding 
behind boats to pulling them 
through canals and river rap-
ids, the film captured the cre-
ativity a sport like wakeboard-
ing offers. 
"Yeah I wanted to do some-
thing different," said the 
film's creator Jake Eygabroad. 
"Something that features the 
entire trip and everything 
that happened along the way 
instead of just the tricks they 
can put together in a year. I 
wanted more of an adventure 
aspect in there like what those 
trips are actually like to go 
on." 
Eygabroad started wake-
boarding at the age of 11 and 
worked at Copper Lake for 
five years after high school 
teaching lessons. That is where 
he developed an interest in 
film making. 
"As a film maker, I know 
before I made films that was 
the one thing that I was like 
super in-
what inspired Mike Stepper 
and Corey McKenna to create 
the club in 2005. 
They were able to get club 
sponsors from top names in 
the industry including Ten-80, 
Vortex, Hyperlite Wake Mfg., 
HO Sports, Accurate Lines, 
Liquid Trends 
terested 
in," Eyga-
broad said. 
"To try to 
figure out 
what it 
was like to 
go on all 
those types 
of trips. 
You have 
to have 
''I wanted and Bake's Pro Shop. This led to 
a spike in at-
tendance and 
last year was 
up to 27 due 
paying mem-
bers. 
more of a 
adventur;' 
aspect. .. 
Jake Eygabroad 
CREATOR 'THE WAY' 
One of the 
main chal-
some good 
riding obviously. The riders I 
picked were super good rid-
ers so we could get some good 
[footage] in two weeks." 
Developed in the late 
1980's, wakeboarding has 
grown more popular through-
out the past decades, earning 
a spot in the X Games and the 
creation of the World Wake-
board Association. 
The desire to ride and com-
pete at a collegiate level is 
lenges that 
the club faces 
is proximity to an area where 
it can practice. Having to go 
on the ro_ad most weekends is 
usually how they get in their 
repetitions on the wake. 
Wake Sports has tried twice 
now to hold an on campus 
event but unfortunately it has 
not worked out either time. 
"I've worked with the club 
for several years to make that 
happen," said coordinator 
oi Sports Clubs and Camps 
Corey Sinclair. "But unfortu-
nately it never did happen. 
We .couldn't find anybody to 
cover the insurance for it." 
According ·to Sinclair, last 
year the club found a vendor 
in Coeur d'Alene that would 
come over and supply the 
winch, · operate it and build 
the pool. It would transfer 
the liability from the school 
onto him. The club was going 
to hold it on student appre-
ciation day and the BOD said 
that they had funding to assist 
yvith the event but found out 
they didn't have the funding 
afterall. This was the reason 
for cancelling the first year. 
The club then talked a little bit 
about it but did not pursue the 
event very much. 
For anybody that is inter-
ested in joining the group 
there is several ways to get in-
formation about the club and 
what it has to offer. 
"There's stuff in the SUB 
and we have a Facebook dub 
page," said Club President 
Mike McKinney. "I think that 
would be the best way to get a 
hold of us. For those who want 
to pay dues up in accounting, 
they are $100 this year and 
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Intramural softball takes over fields 
by Jessica Hirschkorn 
Staff reporter 
On most evenings, the 
ping of a metal bat is sure to 
be heard _ coming from the 
softball fields used for intra-
murals. The leagues meet on 
most afternoons, starting at 
approximately 3:30 P:m. in 
the community fields and 
multiuse fields by Nicholson 
Pavilion. 
Intramural softball is one 
of the more popular sports 
according to Eric Scott, coor-
dinator of intramural sports 
on campus. 
On the schedule there ate 
64 teams. The team names 
range from Wacky Waving 
Inflatable Flailing Arm Men 
to Boats N Hose. 
Although the team names 
have a playful tone, accord-
ing to Bryan Sanderson it's 
actually really serious. 
"It's competitive, a differ-
ent kind of competition," said 
Sanderson, junior construc-
tion management major and 
teammate of Boats N Hose. 
In Sanderson's words, 
his favorite things about in-
tramurals are the jokes and 
just giving each other a hard 
time. 
"I have been in baseball so 
much in the· past it's good to 
get back in the game. Intra-
mural softball is what I look 
forward to most as the sea-
sons go by," Sanderson said. 
After a game last Thurs-
day against Whispering Eye, 
Sanderson's teammates drove 
awax from the field chanting 
"MVP." Sanderson's record of 
two home runs for the game 
and a diving catch out in cen-
ter field make him the most 
valuable player according to 
his teammates. 
· Deep Ballz is another in-
tramural softball teams in the 
"Open Rec." league. Their first 
game was on Monday, April 
13 against "Stimulus Pack-
age" and they came out with 
a win. Deep Ballz is primar-
ily a sophomore team who all 
met in the Sparks residence 
hall on cam pus last year. 
"It's a good way to stay 
in contact definitely," said 
Audrey Luoma sophomore 
health education and mem-
ber of the Deep Ballz team. 
Luoma is the only girl on 
the team. She said she wishes 
there were more girls on her 
team, but knows all the guys 
on the team, so she still has a 
. fun time playing. 
According to the most 
experienced players on the 
Deep Ballz and Boats N Hose 
teams, they have played base-
ball ever since they can re-
member and are now playing 
because of their love for the 
game. 
"All my life I have been 
playing baseball and soft-
ball," said David Polivka, 
sophomore pre physical ther-
apy and teammate of Deep 
Ballz. · 
The teammates of Deep 
Ballz like to get out and prac-
tice whenever the weather is 
nice. According to Erik Lee, 
sophomore, undeclared, they · 
were one spot away from 
winning the shirts last year 
and taking first place in their 
league. 
The teams Boats N Hose 
and Deep Ballz are two that 
are vying . for first place in 
their league. Boats N Hose 
plays on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days in the 'Open Competi-
tive' league at 6:30 p.m. Deep 
Ballz plays on Sunday, Mon-
days and Wednesdays at 6:15 
p.m. in the 'Open Recreation' 
league. Games usually last 
about an hour. 
A HONDA 
CAN COST 
LESS TO 
LIV WI 
$199 
per month I plus tax 
2009 HondaAccord LXAutomatic 
lOOK Miles No Scheduled Tune-Ups · ·Side Curtain Airbags, Vehicle Stability Assist, 
Power Windows/Locks/ Mirrors, Four-Wheel Disc Brakes. Daytime Running Lights, 
16-Watt AM/FM/CD Audio, Air Conditioning, Tilt/Cruise, Much More! 
36 monthly lease payments of $199 plus tax with option to purchase at lease end, $2,699 due at lease signing, 
12,000 miles per year, subject to credit approval. Stock #40118 
$199 
per month I plus tax 
2009 Honda Civic Hybrid Automatic 
Integrated Motor Assist IMA®, Continuously Variable Transmission, 
Anti-lock Braking System, Vehicle Stability Assist™ w/Traction Control, 
Dual Stage Airbags, 160-Watt AM/FM/CD Audio System w/ 6 Speakers. 
MP3/WMA Playback Compatibility 
36 monthly lease payments of $199 plus tax with option to purchase at lease end, $1 ,999 due at lease signing, 
12,000 miles per year, subject to credit approval. Stock #5198 
$~9 
per month I plus tax 
2009 Honda Pilot LX 4WD 
s,Passenger Seating, 250-hp 3.5-liter 24-valve SOCH i-VTEC® V-6 Engine 
Variable Torque Management® 4-WD System, Variable Cylindar Management 
Dual-threshold Front Airbags, Three-row side curtain airbags w/ Rollover 
Sensor, Increased Cargo Volume Behind 3rd Row, ABS, and MUCH MORE! 
36 monthly lease payments of $299 plus tax with option to purchas<e at lease end, $2,999 due at lease signing, 
· 12,000 miles per year, subject to credit approval. Stock #39115 
Edumunds.com's True Cost to Own® values are estimates for the first five years of ownership, assuming 15,000 miles per year and using 
average national data as of February 11 , 2009, for a specific trim level selected by Honda for each vehicle style, as typically equipped, and 
without taking into account any federal tax.credits that may be available. Actual cost of ownership will vary based on muft1ple factors. True Cost 
to Own® values are copyrighted by Edmunds Inc., which reserves all rights. True Cost to Own® and TCO are registered trademarks of 
. Edmunds Inc. See www.edmunds.com 
2009 MAZDA3 
•Automatic 
•Air Conditioning • 
• Carpet Floor Mats 
•ABS • Much More! 
OUR BEST PRICE 
2009 Mazda MX-5 M iata 
•Air Conditioning 
•ABS • Traction Control 
• Power Windows 
• Power Locks 
• AM/FM/CD Audio System 
•Much More! 
OUR BEST PRICE $22,988 
2009 Mazda CX-7 AWD 
•Automatic • 244 HP 2.3L Engine• A/C •Cruise/Tilt 
• 18" Alloy Wheels • ABS • AM/FM/CD 
•Tire Pressure Monitoring System 
• Power Windows/Seat/Locks 
• Dynamic Stability Control 
•Much More! 
OUR BEST PRICE $22,988 
2009 MAZDA6 
• Automatic • A/C • Tilt/Cruise 
• Power Windows/Locks 
•ABS • EBD System 
• 4 Wheel Disk Brakes Traction Control 
•Tire Pressure Monitoring System 
•AM/FM/CD • Much More! 
OUR BEST PRICE $18,988 
after rebate 
Priced examples are not available with 0% financing. 
VIN#JM1BK32G091201905 
• Automatic transmission. EPA estimated mileage. Actual results may vary. 
Test Drive A Mazda Today 
